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1. U. S. Operations
General
A 24 man Navy, ice reconnaissance party arrived at McMurdo on December

139 This group will study Cape I3ernacchi as a possible site for a new

airfield. Cargo and personnel were flown to Cape Bernacchi by helicopter
and Otter aircraft.
On December 23, it was reported that the runway at McMurdo was covered
with numerous puddles having 10 to 12 inches of water. The r=ay has been
reported unfit for use. Last year it was out of commission until February
9th.
The USS Atka and USS Nespelen arr.ved on January 3, at 1200, after
sailing over 400 miles along the barrier edge from McMurdo. The channel
which was made for off-loading of the Greenville Victory was found filled
with floating chunks of ice. The ships were forced to wait for offshore
winds to blow the floating ice to sea before proceeding to the off-loading
area.
The Nespejen is loaded with aviation gasoline which will be pumped
from the ship through a pipeline stretching from the channel edge to storage
tanks 3 miles away. It was anticipated that the transfer of 150,000 gallons
would be completed in 24 hours time ifall went well.
The rockoon program being conducted aboard the USS Glacier by Dr. J.
Van Allen and L. J. Cahill .
made 13 rockoon flights while the ship was
travelling between 39 0 s to 72 0
s. Eleven were fired successfully, 6 were
duds, and 1 was lost. Cosmic ray and auroral data were received from the
balloon phase on the 10th flight and from the rocket phase on the 3rd flight.
Magnetic data from balloon phases and 3 rocket phases was obtained.
Information has been requested from the USSR diesel ship Ob concerning
its rocket program.
Amundsen-Scott Station
Aurora and Airglow - No observations.
Geomagnetism - There was a 43.2 percent loss of records due to
misalignment of the lamp housing
on the variograph. Absolute measurements
were made and instrumental difficulties of the H component and variograph
housing remedied.
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Glaciology - The snow mine is approximately 233 feet long and 91
feet deep. Systematic photography of. snow layers and crystal sizes
continues. Penetration into snow was studied in 3 locations to a depth
of 60 centimeters, with relation to snow density and grain size. Sastrugi
and hoar frost formation was also observed.
Gravity - Gravity readings were taken by Mr. J. K. Sparkman. The
readings indicate either the station may be as much as 2 1 000 feet higher
than barometric computation has suggested, that some 10,000 feet of ice
or water may be below polar sea level, or that large scale continental
corrections must be introduced.
Ionosphere - The C3 recorder was operational 93.3 percent of the
month.
Meteorology - Formation of haloes and cloud forms were observed.
The average temperature was -'25.2°C with a high of -'18.9°c on the 15th,
and a low of -'29,7°c on the 3rd.
Prevailing wind direction was from 20°E longitude at 7.1 knots with
peak gusts at 19 knots on the 17th from the same direction.
Average station pressure was 20.48 in/hg, highest was 20.81 inches on
the 18th and a low of 20.11 inches on the 30th.
There was one day with visibility 1/4 mile or less. Fourteen days
were clear, 10 partly cloudy, and 7 cloudy.
There was 1.0 inch of snow/ice vAtA a water quivi1ent.o 0.10-inch.
Average rawinsonde height was 22,812 meters for 56 flights.
In December the highest station pressure and the warmest temperature
yet observed were recorded. A time cross section of upper air observations
of 5 and 15 day mean temperatures in the vertical showed a rapid temperature
rise at all levels to last November when the highest temperatures were
observed from the surface to 9 kilometers. From last November through
December, temperatures from the surface to 9 kilometers decreased slightly
while temperatures above 9 kilometers continued to slowly increase. From
early November to the end of December, temperatures showed a marked drop
from 9.5 - 7.5 kilometers. Temperatures observed at 32 kilometers were
.30.7 and - p 23.6°c on the 5th and 26th respectively.
A meteorological tower, 15 meters high, was erected. The tower holds
4 ventilated thermohms located at 2 1/2, 5, 10, and 15 meters. Temperature
observations were changed from non-ventilated to ventilated thermohms on
December 15,
The normal incidence pyroheliometer was exposed and records made on
December 15. Radiation instrumentation for measurement of net, hemispheric,
total sky, albedo and normal incidence radiation was completed.

Normal incidence radiation with different filters was measured in the
20 series using Linke-Feussner actinometer. Observations were halted due
to a broken thermopile. Global radiation and albedo were measured in the
100 series in different localities 1 kilometer from the station, giving
values between 84 and 93 percent.
Micrometeorology No observations. The micro-met mast was rigged 710
feet from the station. Cables were laid from the mast to recorders in the
science building. The calibration of anemometer cups and thermocouples is
completed.
Seismology The Benioff vertical seismometer and Spring-Nether paper
recorder were operational 87 percent of the month with a 5.5 percent loss
of records due to necessary station modifications.
Operation of the horizontal seismometer is awaiting galvanometers
for the Benioff film recorder.
On December 5 1 Father Linehan conducted a series of seismic shots.
Results indicate the following: Total ice depth 8 1 297 feet with underlying
rock of unknown description. Three ice layers were indicated. The top
layer is approximately 77 feet thick, middle layer approximately 20 feet
thick and the lower layer approximately 8 1 200 feet thick. These figures
were based on estimated altitude of the station at 9,200 feet.
Traverse - On December 9, Palle Mogensen, Station Scientific Leader;
Mr. Remington and Mr. Waldron, departed on an intended 60 mile traverse.
The party was forced to turn back at mile 18 due to weasel engine trouble.
Enroute, glacial surface studies were made including ramonde, surface
temperature, and sastrugi observations, every five miles. Fourteen 4 meter
temperatures were taken. Elevation was obtained by readings of atmospheric
pressure changes enroute. The safe landing of ski aircraft in this area
would appear doubtful.
On grid 336, the surface was undulating with smooth crests 3.2
kilometers apart.
General Three skua gulls, normally inhabitants
coastal area,
were brought to this station, banded and turned loose.ofItthe
was reported that
all three "spun in" when they tried to fly. Apparently the altitude
weakened the gulls' flying ability.
11sworth Station
Aurora and Aw - The magnetograph is in operation, obtaining values
of the annual total accretion by the earth of meteoritic material.
Data is

being reduced and reports written.

Ionosphere - Many records were lost due to sticking of
the 35 mm camera,
and a faulty variable frequency oscillator which was replaced for the third
time. 4ich deviative absorption was noted during the month. Whistler
activity was minimal, however, the dawn chorus was still active.
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Meteorology - Work is progressing, 61 raobs with an average height of
22,565 meters were made.
Average temperature was -6.2 0c; with a high of 0.6°C on
14th, and 16th, and a low of -14.4°C on the 29th and 30th. the 13th,
Average winds
were 7.5 knots from 130 0 in the southwest direction4
Peak gust was 29
knots from the south oft the 11th.
Mean station pressure was 29.13 in/Hg with a high of 29.66 on the
21st, and a low of 23.65 on the 3rd.
The number of clear days was 2, partly cloudy 23, cloudy 6. Number
of days with visibility 1/2 mile or less, zero. On 4 days, trace
precipitation was recorded. Precipitation measured 0.43 inche.
Traverse - On December 7, the traverse party reported that at 81°301s,
50°14, the elevation was 3 1 200 feet and seismic soundings indicate land
underneath the snow and ice cover to be 300 feet above sea level, it has
not yet been determined whether this is an island or part ofthe mainland
directly south of Could Bay.
On December 22, the 5 man traverse party reached the mountains first
sighted on a March 16 reconnaissance flight. The party camped at a 1,800
foot elevation about 7 miles north of a mountain range which was estimated
to have an average height of 6,500 feet. Black horizontal
bands were
observed high up on the mountains. The range extends 30 miles in an eastwest direction, between 51° and 55°14 and 82°33 1 s. The mountains form a
5,000 foot high escarpment on their southern side.
Reconnaissance and re-supply flights have also sighted mountains 120

miles away in a southwesterly direction. They are located between 60° to

70°1,1 and 330 to 84°s.

A new island was observed to the south and
west of Gould Bay
from its cape for 200 nautical miles-to 80 0 s. The island's easternextending
escarpment at 43 0
w has three embayments, the largest about 50 miles in depth.
Extending in an east-west direction for about 130 miles, the highest
elevation of the snow covered island was observed to be 3,200 feet above
sea level at 80°S, 43°1,1. During
the party's crossing of the island, seismic
soundings showed land underneath the snow and ice to be hundreds of feet
above sea level.
Other islands whose contours were not fully delineated, were
seen still
further westward and appear to tie in with land in the Catherine Sweeny and
Lowell Thomas Mountain groups.
These observations limit the size of the
Filchner Ice Shelf from Moltke Nunataks to Could Bay where it terminates.

Since leaving Ellsworth on October 28, the party has covered 450 miles.

The traverse

party will next proceed in a northernly direction for Mt. Hassage.
The traverse position on January 2, was 78°40 1
s, 69°0O'w, The party is
within 80 miles of Mt..Ilassage.

'. 5 llallett Station
Geomagnetism Operations were routines
Ionosphere Routine operation the entire month.
Meteorology - The average temperature was .l.0°c.
Average wind velocity was 7.2 knots.
The average height of 62 radiosondes was 23,930 meters.

Seismology - Increases in both wind interference and microseismic
activity were noted. The Wilmore seismometer was relocated in a pit 150
feet from the seismic shack on the 29th, resulting in marked improvement
in wind noise level.
General - The New Zealand geological party arrived by plane on the
15th and 16th to work during the summer period. They worked the west side
of Moubray Bay from the 19th to the 24th and departed on the 26th toward
Tucker Inlet to the south. The party has established a camp near Football
Mountain and reconnoitered the access to Tucker Glacier. ?t'. Turnbull,
U. S. geologist, reports that rocks observed so far have not been suitable
for paleomagnetic work, He is now back at Hallett Station awaiting return
to McMurdo area in hope of working the Cape Bernacchi area.
Christmas mail was received on the 23rd. Health and morale of the
station is reported as fine.

Wilkes Station
Cosmic Rays Difficulties with the Sanborn recorder occurred and were
partially corrected. A drastic dip was recorded on the 29th from 0715 to
0900z. The cause is unknown. Operation has otherwise been routine.
Geomagnetism - The month was moderately active, particularly about
0800 7 1700 local time each day. All heaters were put on the thermostat
to reduce the large diurnal temperature. Absolutes show unexplained baseline shifts in all elements. All equipment is operating well.
Magnetic bearings in the area to the south indicate a possible
declination of 900 on Mitchell Island and 105° on Robinson Ridge. There
has been no Opportunity to investigate but additional data should be
acquired as glaciologists complete their study of the area.
Glaciology - The ice cliffs from Clark Peninsula to approximately
65°50's, 113°E were studied during a weasel trip on sea ice on the 5th and
6th. Elevated beaches were studied on several islands of the Windmill group.
Observations on the ice ramp and Si continue.
Ice Cap Station S2, was manned during the month by Messrs. Cameron and
Glasgal. Density measurements of firn from the drill hole at the bottom of
the 35 meter pit gave high values up to 0.90.
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Ionosphere The ionöaonde was in operation 93,7 percent of the month.
Disturbed conditions were observed on the 1st, 13th, 14th, 13th e 20th,
and 29th of the month.
1.Jeteorogy Average temperature was 0°C with a high of 6 6 C and a
low of -100c.
Wind speed averaged 6.3 knots from the hortheast. Peak gusts were
recorded at 63 knots from the east sdttheast on the lltht
Percent of hours clear with no sky cover was 13, scattered cover 22,
broken 26, overcast 39.
Average pressure, MSL, was 993.5 NBS, with a maximum of 1003,5 on the
19th and a minimum of 973.2 NBS on the 3rd.
There were 12 days with precipitation) water equivalent of 0.25 inch,
The average height of 62 upper air soundings was 26,992 meters, Other
operations continued as routine.
It was reported that due to the assignment of the second meteorologist,
destined for Wilkes Station, to Ellsworth Station s continuous operation of
Ice Cap 52 Station will probably be impossible,
Seismology Thirteen earthquakes were recorded, The Outer Mongolia
quake gave the greatest amplitude of surface waves recorded during the year.
The P phase was large and distinct.
A new helix was installed in the galvanometer because of aberrant period
characteristics. The sticking in the gear train of the recorder motor was
repaired. Zero adjustment of pendulums and galvanometer coils has been made.
A rising average temperature is apparently causing a large drift.

Mild microseisxnjc storms with well defined beats occurred from the
2nd 3rd and on the 16th of the month.
Zoolog y The nesting survey of Windmill Islands continues, Seventy*
three skuas were banded and 34 recoveries
made of birds banded last year.
Temperature telemeter studies were completed with 9 days continuous
recordings of incubating penguin and skua eggs.
General - No pack ice is visible westward
in Vincennes Bay.

A weasel trip was made for 73 miles northeast along the coast for mapping,
glaciological and biological studies. From the establishment of the station

to the end of December, 8,100 miles have been traveled by weasel and less
than one part of the total record taking time has been lost to all disciplines,
due to breakdown and maintenance of equipment. Much of this success is due to
the superb support of all Navy

pere1.

Health and morale is reported fine.

yrd Station
Aurora and Airglow - Miscellaneous improvements, including laying tile
on the observatory floor, are being made.

Deep Drilling Deep coring began on Deceiner 16 and the project was
fully operational on December 29 with the initiation of the study of ice

cores.

Ice cores 3 inches in diameter have been obtained by hand drilling to
depths of 60 feet.
The depth of the drill hole on January 9 was 509 feet. Cuttings are
removed from the drill hole by compressed air.
Construction of an undersnow glaciological
laboratory for the study
and storage of ice cores, was completed. Studies of these cores include
density, detailed stratigraphy, p etrofabrics, mierofiltration of melted
sections of the core, thermal measurements, and hole deformation.
Unbroken cores 4 inches in diameter, up
to lengths of 19.5 feet, have
been obtained allowing detailed stratigraphy to depths of 320 feet. Photo
records are being made of the
stratigraphy to aid in the interpretation
of annual accumulation over thevisual
past. Preliminary data suggest an accumulation
in water equivalent of approximately 20 to 25 cm per year, it is estimated
that accumulation at the present depth was deposited in early to mid 1600.
Geomagnetism Rapid run operations were normal from December
7 through
the month.
Various improvements are being made. A tunnel between buildings 2,
7, and U was built. The roof of building 8, the magnetic observatory,
was

tarred and covered with a canvas tarp to prevent leaks.

Mr. Annexstad arrived December 5, relieving Mr. Davis on the 31st of
December.
Glaciology - Average snow accumulation during the month was 4.2 cm.
The surface, disturbed from recent aircraft activity in the accumulation
area, is now nearly masked by a new snow cover.
Ionosphere Some data was lost due to a faulty program timer.
Overall data improvement has been made.
F minimum values have been lowered by the
replacement and adjustment
of the variable frequency oscillator
and fixed

frequency oscillator.

Length of the ionogram has been reduced by adjustment of the end of

scope blanking Switches,

F-2 critical frequency medians were constant due to continuous sun.
There was variation from a low of 5.4 mc at 0300 to 7.1 at 1200.

C

The f oF2 medians were approximately one-half me lower than during
November,
•
Very disturbed cohditions were observed dh the 19thand 31st, and
mildly disturbed on the 11th antI 12th.
An unusually high individual foF2 value was recorded on the 10th at
1000 local time. A sudden enhancement of atmospherics was reported about
this time. Sudden increases in background noise were noted on 6 occasions
in the 15 to 21 mc region. Sometimes this masked a fairly strong signal
though the signal was a constantly hissing noise from 15 seconds to a fey
minutes and at times a signal was masked although the signal level was
constant. The hissing noise from 15 seconds to a few minutes was not man
made. One occurrence was coincident with a solar flare. Further observations
are being made.
Washington AGI messages are received daily and are used for analysts
of data. It is believed that Byrd Station, because of its geographic
location, could transmit alert and SF11 advice to AGI warning service.
Signals of an ionospheric disturbance are noted a number of
hours in advance
of those at lower latitudes. it is less difficult to predict
intervals
than alerts because of delays in receiving solar data. It is recommended
that ham radio communications from Byrd Station to coninerciaj,, service in the
U. S. be used to avoid delay. There have been few failures in about a year
of ham operating schedules. If required, time of receipt could be less than
an hour from time of transmission.
Mr. Spencer arrived on December 7 and will work on both ionosphere
and radio noise projects.
Meteoro10
The average temperature was '12,1°c, with a high of
4.4 0 c on the 26th and a low of 25,2°c on the 2nd.
Prevailing wind direction was from the north, with an average speed
of 13.4 knots and a high of 54 knots on the 9th from the
northeast.
Percent possible sunshine, 44. Average sky cover 793. There were 4
clear days, 9 partly cloudy, 18 cloudy. Days with visibility 1/4 mile or
less, 11.
Precipitation was 0.05 inch. There were 2 days with precipitation of
001 inch or more. Snowfall was 1.0 inch.

The average height of 61 radiosondes was 25,524 meters.
Overhead release doors for balloons were installed in building 30. A
new building was constructed on the easterly side of building 10.
A jet heater was installed in building 10 for heat and for melting
snow for water to generate hydrogen.

Radio Noise - All electrical components were unpacked and installed
in their racks. From visual inspection, only slight damage occurred to the
equipment in transit.
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Work on the inte r ior of building 1.3 continues. The radial ground plane
construction. Because the building was constructed in a pit, the
50 radials will lie on the snow surface. A shortage of electric cable has
delayed wiring.

is under

It is estimated that the noise recorder will be operating one week after

power is installed,

On arrival, the whistler equipment will also be housed in building 13,
which is 1500 feet from the center of the station.
Seismology Nine earthquakes were recorded. Equipment was inoperative
on December 12 while the recorders were moved to building 2. The recorders
are now mounted on permanent plywood tops on piers extending through
the floor. The piers are free of contact with the building. The recorders
are now free from interference.
•A line was run to the ionosphere IBM clock, building 6, on the 21st,
for a better time constant.
A 20 km seismology refraction line was surveyed and leveled for shots
in the fall. The survey of the 4 X 9 km reflection area continues.
Traverse The first leg of the traverse was completed December 13,
terminating at an un-named mountain at about *°25'N, 112 0 38 1 w at mile 243.
The
second refueling operation was successful and completed on December 15.
Samples of volcanics and lichens have been collected.
The crevasse detector of the leading Sno-Cat broke into a 50 foot
crevasse and was recovered, undamaged.
The party departed on December 16 for the Sentinel Mountains, An attempt
to circle the mountains to the west and north was abandoned
due to cracks and
crevasses often extending 5 miles from the base of the mountains. The party
was required to return to mile 240 in order to pass the mountains to the
south. Health and morale are good.
Penguin tracks were found at approximately 77°32's, 90°55'w on January 1,
at 2135z hours. This is over 150 miles from the nearest known coast. Their
course was 160° true. These tracks were examined for over a mile
and their
course varied less than 2°. The regularity of the track indicated the bird
was in good condition. The bird travelled on its belly for all but 6 feet of
the part examined. Its foot prints measured 3 cm by 5 cm and appeared 3 toed
and webbed. Print separation was 21 cm and standing stride about 30 cm.
The
track was slightly drifted and feces were found on the surface. Measurement
photos were taken.
A skua gull was seen at mile 420, position 77°1O's, 102°42'
on December
30, at 2315Z hours.

10 The following is a summary of station elevations and ice thicknesses,
in meters, observed at representative points on the traverse.
Lat.

Long.

Ice
Elev. Thickness

79°ll's

116 0 36'w

1715

2425

Southwest border of hilly
region

78 044'

114°57'

1810

2100

Maximum surface elevation

78°30'

114050'

1760

1575

Remarks
D

Minimum ice thickness, highest

point of rock floor 20 mile
zone, here only area with rock
floor above sea level

770541

113°16'

1525

2500

Basin area

77°28'

112 °22'

1410

2130

Second hilly region

76°48'

112°50'

1285

2830

Basin adjoining mountain

76°19'

1l1°46'

1500

0

Exposed rock on mountain

76°58'

109007'

1189

2345

Represents 100 mile flat
surface and bottom east
from mountain

77 027'6"

100°26'

1410

3300

Maximum ice thickness

The traverse is now at 77 0 36 1 s, 93044tw at mile 510. The party is
within sight of the Sentinel Mountains.
The traverse route for 1958 . 59, next summer, is as follows: leg 1,
Byrd to 81 0 S, 75°W to make contact with present Ellsworth traverse, 435

miles. Leg 2, to Horlick Mountain at 85°S, 90°W, 260 miles. Leg 3, to
Byrd Station, 370 miles, making a total of 1 065 miles.
1
Little America Station

Meteorology Average temperature was -4.4°C, with a high of 1.1°C
on the 30th and 31st and a low of -16.7°c on the 9th.
Average station barometric pressure was 29.249 in/Hg with a high of
29.6 on the 18th and a low of 28.88 on the 31st.
Precipitation was 0.22 inch. Snowfall, 3.0 inches. The average net

change in 4 Snow stakes was 2.5 inches. On 9 days of precipitation, 0.01

inch or more was measured.

Prevailing wind direction was from the southeast at an average speed of
10.9 knots, with a high of 28 knots on the 13th from the north.

11
Percent possible sunshine was 26, average
y cover 9 tenths, There
was 1 clear day, 5 partly cloudy, and 25 cloudy. Days with visibility of
1/4 mile or less were 4.
The average height of 61 radiosondes was 21,923 meters.
Rotation of personnel was completed by December 12.
Sixty radiosonde releases were made during the month. A balloon release
on December 24, at 0000 GM, reached an altitude of 105,000 feet, a new
height as of this date. At its highest point, atmospheric pressure was ten
millibars and the temperature was 24°c.
Carbon dioxide measurements were suspended for a short period while
intake tubes were relocated.
Other meteorological programs are operating normally.
Airborne Seismology and Glaciology - Five seismic and 40 gravity
stations were made at the camp of the ice deformation program, Roosevelt
Island, between December 9 13. Good bottom reflections were obtained.
This data is now being converted to ice thickness.
The equipment was airlifted to McMurdo on December 23 in preparation
for measurements in the Victoria Land plateau.
Aurora and Airgiow No report.
Geomagnetism - Continuous records were made throughout December.

The geomagnetic tunnel which threatened to collapse, was rebuilt.
Work on this began on the 27th and was finished on the 30th. Vibrations
from the rebuilding caused a shift in the Z trace. This, combined with
generally unstable conditions this month, prohibited getting a good base
line. Mr. Viets made successful magnetic field observations with the Ross
Ice Shelf Traverse at about 32°S, 170 0 E, and at the Amundsen-Scott Station
with a magnetometer borrowed from New Zealand.
C1acio10
On December 23, observations were discontinued due to lack
of personnel, most of whom are on the Ross Ice Shelf Traverse party.
Ionosphere Operations were normal, records were obtained for 98
percent of the month,
Physiology On December 13, Dr, Neilo Pace, Professor of Physiology,
University of California, Berkeley, California, and Dr. William Sin, arrived
at McMurdo. Both are with the University of California Donner Laboratory of
which Dr. Pace is Director, While in Antarctica they will participate in the
joint British and American M edi cal-Physiological Expedition conducted
under
the auspices of ONR and the British Medical Research Council.

Weather Central About 35 percent of Antarctic data sent by radio is

being received, Sixty percent is being received from Australia arid New
Zealand, 40 percent from South America and none from South Africa.

12 Ten percent of the data analysis has been delayed beyond transmission
time due to ehort data supply caused by radio grayout or blackout conditions.
Work is being conducted in three shifts with the rotation of shifts
every Sunday.
Traverse On December 8, Dr. Wexler, Chief Scientist, IGY Antarctic
Program, joined the Ross Ice Shelf Traverse party for two days. The party is
led by Mr. A. P. Crary, Deputy Chief Scientist and Little America Station
Scientific Leader.
The party continued from 73 0 59'S, 174°55E to a point about 25 miles
east of Mina Bluff thence south to the emergency air facility camp at
Beardmore Glacier. The party continued east and southeast to 040121S,
171 000 1 w. Seventeen seismic, 61 gravity, and 59 magnetic stations were
made. Fourteen pit studies, 60 ramsondes, and 90 weather observations were
also made. Temperature and density were measured in 13 holes 10 meters deep,
1 hole 17 meters deep and 1 hole 20 meters deep.

Elevation is being measured by obtaining stationary atmospheric
pressure changes enroute.
General On December 10, the station was visited by Group Capt. D. D.
O'Brien, Royal New Zealand Air Force; Brigadier General L. W. Thornton and
J. T. Burrows, Royal New Zealand Army; Mr. S. Beryer, United States Embassy,
Wellington; and Dr. A. F. Spilhaus, IC?
On December 11, the Greenville Victory began unloading supplies and
equipment on the bay ice. This unloading followed a 10 day effort of the
ice breakers Glacier and Atka to break through the bay ice to the off-loading
site. The ship carried about 2,000 tons of equipment for the Little America
and Byrd Stations, personnel worked around the clock hauling the cargo to the
main storage dump which is located 3 miles inland from the bay ice.
The resupply of all IGY cargo for Byrd Station has been received and
loaded on the Byrd tractor train.
All resupply items for this station, except three, have been received.
All items have been cached except for general supplies.
All cargo for SIPRE deep core drilling program destined for air delivery
to Byrd, has been received and forwarded.
II. International.
The USS Atka is estimated to arrive at Mirny ICY Station on January 27.
gentina The Foreign Ministry announced that is has again renewed the
annual joint declaration with Chile and Great Britain begun in 1949 to the
effect that no war ships would be sent into Antarctic waters with the exception
of customary movements of such vessels.
"Desirous of avoiding any misunderstanding in the Antarctic which would
effect the friendly relations among this country, Great Britain, and Chile,
the government of the Argentine Republic informs the government of Great

Britain (Chile) that, ynder present circumstances, it does not forsee the
necessity of sending warships south of 600 south latitude during the 1957/53
Antarctic season, with the exception, naturally, of movements which have
been customary for some years." Chile and the United Kingdom transmitted
similar notes.
USSR The d iesel-electric ship Ob under Captain Man arrived at a point
25 km north of Mirny on 18 November. Aboard was the first party of participants in the third continental Antarctic expedition, consisting of builders,
aviators, and personnel for the stations located in the interior (Pionerskaya,
Kotnsomolskaya, Vostok, and Sovietskaya). The party is equipped with prime
movers, tractors, fuel, building materials and other cargo of an expeditionary
nature. After proceeding through heavy ice, the Ob on the morning of
November 20, approached the rocky island of Khasyell, where unloading began.
Deep boring for ice cores in the Mirny area is now at a depth of 230
meters. The drilling crew hope to reach the bottom of the ice sheet at 500
meters. Progress has been slow.
The Ob will conduct an extensive oceanographic program between Mirny
and the Adelie Coast with limited aerial surveys to fill in gaps in charts.
The Ob will also conduct an extensive coast line survey from 150° 1;1 to the
Palmer Peninsula, thence up the west coast of South America. The Ob expects
to call at Melbourne, Buenos Aires, and Valparaiso. Due to delays at Mirny
Station, the Ob's planned visit to McMurdo or Little America may not be
possible.
On December 22, it was reported that the tractor party had reached the
Vostok site on December 16. The elevation of Vostok station was reported to
be 3 1 500 meters at 78°27's, 106°52'E. This information was obtained by a
special flight to the south geomagnetic pole area and by observations carried
out on the surface in this area. it was advised that effective December 26,
computations of geopotentia], heights at Vostok will be made on the basis of
this newly defined value of elevation.
Mr. Rastorguev, USSR meteorological representative to the IGY Weather
Central during the past year, accompanied a round trip flight to Pole Station
on January 5. Mr. Rastorguev is being replaced at the IGY Weather Central,
Little America Station by Dmitrievich Pavel Astapenko. Mr. Astapenko will
winter-over during the next year.
United Kingdom The traverse party
led by Sir Edmund Hillary arrived at
the Amundsen-Scott IGY South Pole Station on January 4, 1958, at 011Oz time.
Two Navy P2v aircraft flew from McMurdo to the Pole Station and transported
Hillary and his party to Scott Base.
The traverse party led by Dr. Fuchs was reported to
be approximately
250 miles from Pole Station.
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The following report on the activities of the Soviet Antarctic
Expedition during September 1957 has been received from the U.S.S.R.
eteorology
In September small cyclones passed over those regions where the
expedition is undertaking observations. These cyclones became more active
after 24 September sweeping over vast distances from the Australian station
Davis (600 km west of Mirny) to the American station Wilkes to the east.
The weather grew warmer towards the end of September, increasing by
13°C in the region around the Vostok station. The maximum temperatures
recorded in this period were -5°C at Mirny, -3°c at Oasis, -23°C at
Pionerskaya and -30°C at Vostok I. The minimum temperatures were -26°C
at Mirny on 21-23 September, -31°C at Oasis on 4 September, -57°C at
Pionerskaya on 1 September, and -63°c at Vostok I. The wind velocity at
Mirny on 29 September was 30-42m per sec. with short gusts of more than
50rn per sec. In Oasis at this time the wind increased to hurricane force
with 50m per Sec. Velocity with and short gusts of 55-60 m per sec. The
total number of days with stormy winds was: 22 at Mirny; 11 at Oasis; 24 at
Pionerskaya. This includes 5 days at Mirny and 3 days at Oasis with winds
of hurricane force. Snowfalls continued for 10 days at Mirny, 9 days in
Oasis, 21 in Pionerskaya and '4 days in Vostok I.

The expedition's planes flew a total of 110 hours, making cargo flights
to Oasis and Vostok I. The crews were engaged in mid-air radio-sonde
observations and height determinations of the international stations. Flights
were made with glaciologists, geodesists, seismologists and magnetotologists
to the Drigaisky Is., Mason Is., Shackleton Ice Shelf and to its southern
vicinity. Two flights were made with hydrologists and magnetotologists to
the coastal sea ice near the Gauss Mountain. On September 20 one of the
planes landed at the station Vostok I. having flown in an aerologist, food,
films and mail.
The following IG? observations were being conducted in the observatory
at Mirny.
Aerometeorolo g ical Party
The whole range of observations in meteorology, aerology and actinometry
was being carried out. About 120 pilot balloons were launched from Mirny.
Five flights were made with aerological and actinometrical observations, for
ice reconnaissance and height measurements in the traverse Mirny- . Vostok I.
aciological Party
Regular measurements of glacial phenomena were continued including
automatic registration of heat flux temperatures, snow thermal regimen and
the changes in the width of ice crevasses. Temperatures in the 66.7- meter
deep pit were registered at Mirny, measurements were also made of ice
accumulation, bottom melting of the glacier's sea edge, water temperatures
at three depths near Mirny and surface evaporation from lake and sea ice in
Banger Oasis.
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Planes were used for glacial investigations on Drigaisky Is. and
Shackleton Ice Shelf.
Geophysical Party
The routine work was being done in terrestrial magnetism. In September
magnetic activity showed a sharp increase in comparison with the previous
four months and was essentially higher than in the same period last year.
Due to such a sharp increase in magnetic activity the use of the magnetic
variation station as a magnetograph cannot assure registration of all actual
amplitudes of major magnetic storms. The reserve series of Eshengagen
variometers was being installed. Strong winds in September caused several
disruptions of the registration line of sea currents. The disruptions were
repaired and registration was resumed.
In addition to the usual programme of ionospheric observations intensive
investigations were. carried out on September 1-5, 9-23 and 20-30.
The ionosphere was in a very disturbed state, particularly strong on
September 1-5, 12-13, 21-23 and 29-30. Extremely unstable conditions were
recorded in the last few days of September when the ionosphere was subject
to frequent and rapid changes.
These particularities of the state of the ionosphere made a very
perceptible impact in observations of radio-wave propagation. Radio-signals
from Moscow travelling via the North and South poles were received in Mirny.
In aurorae a total of 1004 shots of the sky were made with an all-sky
camera. On September 4 a rare red diffusion type aurora was photographed.
Thirty earthquakes were registered by seismic instruments in Mirny.
On September 9 an earthquake WAS recorded with a centre in the South part of
the Indian ocean, 46°S, 1000E.
ydro1ogy Party
Continuous observations were made on the sea-level fluctuations. Sea
was surveyed with aeroplanes from the coast to the ice-edge. There was no
perceptible movement of the ice-front.
The width of the coastal sea-ice northward from Mirny was 25-30 km.
The big iceberg sighted in June in the north-eastern direction was in the
same place. Several measurements were taken every 1-2 km of the ice thickness
near Mirny. In the first 10 km from the coast the ice-thickness was 111-150 cm
decreasing northward to 103-110 cm and the thickness of snow cover increased
from 15 cm to 80 cm.
On September 3 an aircraft landed on the coastal sea-ice in the southwest part of Davis sea at 66 041 1 5 and 89°51'E and an automatic recorder of
sea-currents was established 10 in below the surface. On September 21 it was
picked up. Its record revealed that the current in this area was very weak,
its velocity not exceeding 6-0 km per sec.

16 Communication and Radionavjatjon Party
September was an extremely unstable month as regards short wave radio
propagation and radio coacts. Frequent magnetic disturbances (for more than
7 days) caused repeated total fadings of radio communications with inter.
continental stations and with .Moscow.
Many cases were observed of one-way passage of radio-waves, for instance

MirnyMoscow or Mirny-Vostok I. Due to frequent magnetic disturbances radar
could not be relied upon in airflights and in ground service.

All radio equipment has been prepared for the intercontinental, traverse
party.
Important investigations in rieteorology, glaciology and geomagnetism
were also being carried out according to the IGY programme at Vostok I,
Pionerskaya and Oasis.
Oversnow Traverse Parties
Preparations for the tractor-sledge train for an expedition to the South
Geomagnetic Pole were in full swing. Nine cargo-sleds have been loaded with
fuel, lubricants and other material. The load was specially fastened to endure
the hardships of the voyage, In September a fuel-cache sled swing operation
with three tractors was made southward of Mirny and a fuel depot was
established 150 km from Mirny.
The electric power station at Mirny has produced 121 500 kwt hours.
The expedition maintained constant contact with Antarctic stations of
the USA, Australia, France, Great Britain, Japan and Norway. Mirny was in
constant telephone contact with Little America for the purpose of scientific
information exchange. Rastorguev and Cartwright are participating in these
talks. Soviet and French expeditions exchanged information on transportation
methods and on experience of inter-continental traverses,
On September 4-10 Austrlian polar experts made a friendly visit to
Mirny. They
were: Maser, chief of the expedition, Rudspig, seismologist and
Kiernens, pilot. They were shown the progress of scientific investigations
at the observatory, the shops, the hospital, the power Station, the air-strip,
and stores. Visits to scientific parties, laboratories and pavilions etc.
yielded valuable exchange of scientific information.
In response to questions of the Soviet press correspondents, Mr. Maser,
chief of the Australian expedition, said that in his opinion Mirny was a
great constructing and eeering feat, that the Soviet scientists possessed
valuable experience and had at their disposal excellent equipment and fullyfledged laboratories. Mirny, he said, will make an essential contribution
into IGY investigations in Antarctica,

